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Samenvatting

Summary

The dynarnics of conservative nrechanics are modelled by Harniltonian sys-
terns. These are called integrable if they have sufflcient many conserved
quantities or constants of motion, this implies a certain toroidal symmetry.
Classical examples of integrable Harniltonian systems àre all one-degree-of-
freedom systems, the spherical pendulum, the central rnotion (Kepler prob-
lem), tire Euler top arrd the Lagrange top. The latter serves as a leading
exarnple in our research.

In this thesis,'we consicler families of integraïrle Harniltonian svsterns,
i.e. dynarnical systerns depending on parameters as well as their Harnilto-
nian perturbations. In the product of the phase and paramelel spaces. an
integrable Hamiltonian farnily has an invariant submanifolcl filled up by in-
variant tori with quasi-periodic motions. Although integrable systems are
exceptionar,l in practice) one deals often with non-integrable ones rvhich are
good integrable-approximations. One general classical cluestion is whether
the quasi-periodic motions in these integrable-approximations can be contin-
ued to the original 'nearl5-iltteglable' systerns. This persistence problem is
the main issue of the so-called Kohnogorov-Arnold-lVloser (or KA\,I) theorl'.

Suppose that the iuvariant tori are Lagrangian - in this case their clirnen-
sion is equal to the nurnber of degrees of freedom - then the classical KANI
theory (1954) is applicable. This asserts that for most integrable Harnil-
tonian systems rne have the following: each nearlv-integrable Harniltonian
perturbation has a uuion of invariant Lagrangian tori with quasi-perioclic
motious. This union, a so-called Cantor farnily of tori. is nor,vhere dense and
has a large relative measure. Roughly speaking, this means that the major-
itv of the invariant Lagrangian tori in the original integrable system survir.es
small perturba,tions. A similar stabilitv result also holds for the c:ases where
the invariant torus farnily consists of isotropic norrnally elliptic or normally
hyperbolic tori. For brevity, all these results are referred to as the 'stan-
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168 Sunrrnary

darr,l' KANI theorr.. \Ve obselver that the persistenc'c of tcirus ftrmilies with a
nornrally resontrrrt torus does not belong to the ckrnrain of ttris theorl'. The
ultimate goal of the Íirst palt of this thesis is to extend the standarcl I(A\''l
theory to this nortrrally resona,nt case. Tlie generalized results are expressed
in telnrs of n,nrm,o,l, I.inear stabilí,ty. These stabilitv lesults are tr,lso applic:able
to other structure-pleserving cases, fot' instance. to the classes of volume-
preserving a,nd rel'ersible dynamical systems. Adclitional to the Hamiltonian
casc, \Áre explicitly discruss tho general (dissipative) case.

Thc'most interestinpl norrnalll'resonarrt c'ase is the norrntrl 1 : -1 res-
onance. This gerrerically gives rise t,o a quus'í-peri,od,i,c Hami,Ltort,i,an Hopf
bifu"rcati,orr,. Thc Harriiltonian Hopf bifurcation occurs irr nany dynamical
systems from corrservative mec'hanics: the Lagrarrge top near gvroscopir: sta-
bÍlisation. the douirie spirr.t'icai pencltrlttrn neal the urrstablc equilibliurrr. the
restrictecl three-bocly problenr, the hydrogen atorn in crossecl electrical and
rnagnetical fielcls. etc. The bifurcatiorr becomes 'quasi-perioclic' when an
external or paramctrical (rprasi-)perioclic forcing is applied. The stuclr. of
this bifurc;ation is the central itern of the second part of this thesis. I'n,here
the Lagrange top u'ith quasi-periodic forcing is extensivell. discussed. A
qualsi-pcriodic Harniltonian Hopf bifurcration occlrrs when the stability-tvpe

normallv elliptic or normallr. hyperbolic of the invariant tori changes as
the parameter varies and a, crertain generic corrclition on higher order terms
is satisfied. In particular the norrnally 1:-1 resonant tonrs appears at tlie
center of the bifurcation. If there àre ?/?, f 2 degrees of freerlom. then for a
suitable integrable-alrprorirnatirin the phase space near this tolus is split itrto
invariant rn,-, (nt * 1)- and (m,+2)-tori. This singular foliation gives a local
stratification in a thlee-climcnsional parameter sl)acre. where the strata are
determinecl by the dimension tif tori. The geometr5' of this stratification is de-
scribecl b1, a piec'e of thc su,allowtail catastrophe set fi'om sirrgular,ritl,' theorl':
tire nr-tori correspond to the (one-dimensional) singular part of the swal-
lowtail, the elliptic (m, + 1)-tori to the' regular srrrface and tire Lagrangian
tori to the operr region above the surface. The bifurcation gives rise to a
non-trivial morroclromy in the Íamil1,' of Lagrangian tori. The originai prob-
Iem now becomes a nearly-integrable perturbation and \Me àre interested in
the pelsistence of the invaritrnt tori from the singular foliation. Combining
standard KA\'Í theorv with the earlier mentioned normal linear stabilitv. we
conclude that the isotropic tori, near the normally resonant torus, of all di-
rnensions survive in Cantor families. Nloreover a global KAN,I theory gives a
proper extension of the norr-trivial morrodromy in the integrable Lagrangian
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